
PRODUCT DesCRiPTiOn 
ARC is a member of the Adam Jackson Pollock signature limited production series. 
A line of light long enough to reach over a couch or desk, providing soft and 
evenly distributed light where you want it. An exceptionally slim 3/4in square bar 
extends from a discrete 16in diameter flat round base to extend 7ft overhead. 
The ARC is the clean, essence of form and light. A beautiful expression of what is 
possible with LED technology.  

PRODUCT APPLiCATiOn 

This design works in almost any environment, from private residences to 
commercial spaces.

COnsTRUCTiOn & FinisHes 
-  Matte B&D silver or black finish (custom colors available)

- 48in extension x 86in height with 15in diameter base

-  18w LED (additional touch-sensitive in-line dimmer module available)

DesiGneD BY  Adam Jackson Pollock

MAnUFACTUReD & DisTRiBUTeD in THe UsA BY  Fire Farm, Inc.

KeY FeATURes 
-  Made in the USA

-  Clear, concise installation instructions and 
efficient design translate to an easier, faster, 
reliable assembly

- The ARC uses only 18w of light to create the 
equivalent of a 60 to 75 watt incandescent 
lamp. The distribution and directive nature of 
the LED lighting element create a perceived 
light output that is even greater.

- Custom colors available

- An additional touch dimmer module can be 
ordered that fits in-line to the power cord 
allowing for complete dimming control and 
light level memory.
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ABOUT THe COMPAnY
Fire Farm Lighting is a custom lighting design and manufacturing company. In addition to a pre-designed product line, we provide 
complete creative and fabrication services to conceptualize and execute original designs. Using an ever-expanding variety of materials 
and processes, we make lights to define space and create exciting environments. We make light to live by.


